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Abstract

Natural language processing (NLP) programs are
confronted with various diculties in processing
HTML and XML documents, and have the potential to produce better results if linguistic information is annotated in the source texts. We have
therefore developed the Linguistic Annotation Language (or LAL), which is an XML-compliant tag set
for assisting natural language processing programs,
and NLP tools such as parsers and machine translation programs which can accept LAL-annotated
input. In addition, we have developed a LALannotation editor which allows users to annotate
documents graphically without seeing tags. Further, we have conducted an experiment to check
the translation quality improvement by using LAL
annotation.

1 Introduction

Recently there has been increasing interest in
applying natural language processing (NLP) systems, such as keyword extraction, automatic text
summarization, and machine translation, to Internet documents. However, there are various obstacles that make it dicult for them to produce
good results. It is true that NLP technologies are
not perfect, but some of the diculties result from
problems in HTML. Further, in general, if linguistic information is added to source texts, it greatly
helps NLP programs to produce better results. In
what follows, we would like to show some examples
related to machine translation.
In general, it is very helpful for machine translation programs to know boundaries on many levels
(such as sentence, phrases, and words) and to know
word-to-word dependency relations. For instance,
in the following example, since \St." has two possible meanings, \street" and \saint," it is dicult to
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determine whether the following example consists
of one or two sentences.
I went to Newark St. Paul lived there
two years ago.
As another example, the following sentence has
two interpretations; one interpretation is that what
he likes is people and the other interpretation is
that what he likes is accommodating.
He likes accommodating people.
If there are tags indicating the direct-object modi er of the word \like," then the correct interpretation is possible. NLP may be able to resolve these
ambiguities eventually by using advanced context
processing techniques, but current NLP technology
generally needs a hint from the author for these
sorts of ambiguities.
Further, there are issues in HTML/XML. When
MT systems are applied to Web pages, most of the
errors are generated by the linguistic incompleteness of MT technology, but some are generated by
problems in HTML and XML tag usage. For instance, writers often use <br> tag to sentence termination. Sometimes writers intend that a <br>
tag should terminate the sentence (even without
terminating punctuation such as a period), and in
other cases writers intend <br> only as a formatting device. In the HTML <table> shown in Figure
1, the writer intends each line of a cell to express
one linguistic unit. The MT program cannot tell
whether each line is a unit for translation, or, instead, the two lines form one unit. In this example,
some MT programs would try to produce a translation of a unit \NetVista Models ThinkPad News."
As shown in the above examples, NLP applications do not achieve their full potential, on account of problems unrelated to the essential NLP
processes. If tags expressing linguistic information

<table><tr><td>
<a href="...">NetVista Models</a><br>
<a href="...">ThinkPad News</a><br>
</td></tr></table>

Figure 1: An example of using hbri tags in a table
are inserted into source documents, they help NLP
programs recognize document and linguistic structures properly, allowing the programs to produce
much better results. At the same time, it is true
that NLP technologies are incomplete, but their deciencies can sometimes be circumvented through
the use of such tags. Therefore, this paper proposes
a set of tags for helping NLP programs, called Linguistic Annotation Language (or LAL).

2 Linguistic Annotation Language

LAL is an XML-compliant tag set and its XML
namespace pre x is lal.
The LAL tag set is designed to be as simple as
possible for the following reasons: (1) A simple tag
set is easier for developers to check manually. (2)
An easy-to-use annotation tool is mandatory for
this annotation scheme. Simplicity is important
for making an easy-to-use annotation tool, since if
we use a feature-rich tag set, the user must check
many annotation items.
2.1

Basic Tags

The sentence tag s is used to delimit a sentence.

<lal:s>This is the first sentence.</lal:s>
<lal:s>This is the second sentence.</lal:s>

The attribute type="hdr" means that the sentence is a title or header.
The word tag w is used to delimit a word. It
can have attributes for additional information such
as base form (lex), part-of-speech (pos), features
(ftrs), and sense (sense) of a word. The values of
these attributes are language-dependent, and are
not described in this paper because of space limitations. The following example illustrates some of
these tags and attributes.
<lal:s>
<lal:w lex="this" pos="det">This</lal:w>
<lal:w lex="be" pos="verb" ftr="sg,3rd">
is</lal:w>
<lal:w lex="a" pos="det">a</lal:w>
<lal:w lex="pen" pos="noun" ftr="sg,count">
pen</lal:w>

</lal:s>

The dependency (or word-to-word modi cation)
relationship can be expressed by using the id and
mod attributes of a word tag; that is, a word can
have the ID value of its modi ee in a mod attribute.
The ID value of a mod attribute must be an ID value
of a word tag or a segment tag. For instance, the
following example contains attributes showing that
the word \with" modi es the word \saw," meaning
that \she" has a telescope.
She <lal:w id="w1" lex="see" pos="v"
sense="see1">saw</lal:w> a man
<lal:w mod="w1">with</lal:w>
a telescope.

The phrase (or segment) tag seg is used to specify a phrase scope on any level. In addition, you
can specify the syntactic category for a phrase by
using an optional attribute cat. The following example speci es the scope of a noun phrase \a man
... a telescope," and it is a noun phrase. This also
implies that the prepositional phrase \with a telescope" modi es the noun phrase \a man."
She saw <lal:seg cat="np">a man with a
telescope</lal:seg>.

The attribute para="yes" means that the segment is a coordinated segment. The following example shows that the word \software" and the word
\hardware" are coordinated.
This company deals with <lal:seg cat="np"
para="yes">software and hardware</lal:seg>
for networking.

The ref attribute has the ID value of the referent of the current word. This can be used to specify
a pronoun referent, for instance:
<lal:s>He bought <lal:seg id="w1">a
new car</lal:seg> yesterday.</lal:s>
<lal:s>She was very surprised to
learn that <lal:w ref="w1">it</lal:w>
was very expensive.</lal:s>
2.2

Expressing Multiple Parses

As mentioned earlier, since natural language contains ambiguities, it is useful for LAL annotation
to have a mechanism for expressing syntactic ambiguities.
We have introduced a parse identi er (or PID)
in attribute values for distinguishing parses. An
attribute value which may be changed according

to parses can be allowed to be expressed as spaceseparated multiple values, each of which consists of
a PID pre x followed by a colon and an attribute
value.

show only a structural view of a sentence in the initial screen; other information is shown only if the
user requests it.
The important issue here is how to represent the
syntactic
structure of a sentence to the user. NLP
<lal:s>
programs
normally deal with a linguistic structure
<lal:w id="1" mod="2">He</lal:w>
by
means
of a syntactic tree, but such a structure
<lal:w id="2" mod="0">likes</lal:w>
is
not
necessarily
easy for end users to understand.
<lal:w id="3" mod="p1:2 p2:4">
For
instance,
Figure
2 shows the dependency strucaccommodating</lal:w>
ture
of
the
English
sentence
\IBM announced a new
<lal:w id="4" mod="p1:3 p2:2">people
computer
system
for
children
with voice function."
</lal:w>.</lal:s>
This dependency structure is dicult for end users,
This example shows that there are two interprepartly because a dependency tree does not keep the
tations whose PIDs are p1 and p2, and that the p1
surface word order, so that it is dicult to map it
interpretation is \He likes people" and p2 is \He
to the original sentence quickly.2 Therefore, an imlikes accommodating."
portant property for the linguistic structural view
is that users can easily reconstruct the original surface sentence string.
3 LAL-Aware NLP Programs
The next important issue is how easily a user
We have modi ed certain NLP systems to be
can
understand the overall linguistic structure. If
LAL-aware. ESG [5, 6] is an English parsing sysa
user
is, at rst, presented with detailed linguistic
tem developed by the IBM Watson Research Censtructure
at the word level, then it is dicult to
ter, and updated to accept and generate LAL-annotated
grasp
the
important linguistic skeleton of a senEnglish. We have also developed a Japanese parstence.
Therefore,
another necessary property is
ing system with LAL output functionality. These
to
give
users
a
view
in which the overall sentence
LAL-aware versions of parsers are used as a backstructure
is
easily
recognized.
end process to show users the system's default interpretation for a given sentence in the LAL-annotation
editor described below.
Further, the English to German, French, Spanish, Italian and Portuguese translation engines [6,
7] and English to Japanese translation engine [9]
are modi ed to accept LAL-annotated English HTML
input.1

4 The LAL-Annotation Editor

Since inserting tags into documents manually is
not generally an easy task for end users, it is important to provide an easy-to-use GUI-based editing
environment. In developing such an environment,
we took into consideration the following points: (1)
Users should not have to see any tags. (2) Users
should not have to see internal representations expressing linguistic information. (3) Users should be
able to view and modify linguistic information such
as feature values, but only if they want to.
Considering these points, we have found that
most of the errors made by NLP programs result
from their failure to recognize the phrasal structures of sentences. Therefore, we have decided to

1 In addition, Watanabe [11] reported on an algorithm
for accelerating CFG-parsing by using LAL tag information, and it is implemented in the above English-to-Japanese
translation engine.

Figure 2: An example of tree structure of an English sentence
With these requirements in mind, we have developed a GUI tool called the LAL Editor. To satisfy
the last requirement, this editor has two presentation modes: the reduced presentation view and the
expanded presentation view. In the reduced presentation view, a main verb and its modi ers are
basic units for presenting dependencies, and they
are located on di erent lines, keeping the surface
order. Figure 3 shows an example of this reduced
presentation view. In this view, since dependencies that are obvious for native speakers (e.g. \a"
and \computer" ) are not displayed explicitly, the
user can concentrate on dependencies between key
2 You must perform an inorder tree walk to reconstruct a
surface sentence string.

(a) Expanded View (before correction)
Figure 3: Screen Images of LAL Editor - Reduced
View
units (or phrases). If the user nds any dependency errors in the reduced view, he or she can
enter the expanded view mode in which all words
are basic units for presenting dependencies. Figure 4 (a, b) shows examples of this expanded view.
In these views, to satisfy the former requirement,
dependencies between basic units are expressed by
using indentation. Therefore you can easily reconstruct the surface sentence string by just looking at
words from top to bottom and from left to right,
and easily know dependencies of words by looking
at words located in the same column. For details
of the algorithm, see [12].
In Figure 3, you can easily grasp the overall
structure. In this case, since the dependencies between \for" and \announced," and \with" and \announced" are wrong, the user can change the mode
to the expanded view (as shown in Figure 4 (a)).
In this view, the user can change dependencies by
dragging a modi er to the correct modi ee using
a mouse. The corrected dependency structure is
shown in Figure 4 (b).
In addition, the LAL Editor has the capability of
testing translation by using LAL annotation. Figure 5 shows a window in which the top pane shows
the input sentence, the second pane shows the LALannotation of the input, the third pane shows the
translation result using the LAL annotation, and
the fourth pane shows the default translation without using the LAL annotation. The user can easily
check whether the current annotation can improve
translations.

(b) Expanded View (after correction)
Figure 4: Screen Images of LAL Editor - Expanded
View
tences with the LAL annotation editor. In this
experiment, only word-to-word modi cations were
corrected. Due to severe parsing errors and glitches
of the annotation editor, 53 of the 60 sentences
were used in this experiment. The average sentence
length for this test set was 21 words. Two evaluators assigned a quality evaluation ranging from 1
(worst) to 5 (best) for each translation, with and
without use of annotation.
Translation results for 18 sentences (about 34%)
were better for the annotated case than the nonannotated case. These better sentences were 1.16

5 Experiment

We have conducted a small experiment for evaluating LAL annotation to our English-to-Japanese
machine translation system[9]. We gathered about
60 sentences from Web pages in the computer domain, and added LAL annotation to these sen-

Figure 5: Translation test window of LAL Editor

points better (27% better in quality score). On
the other hand, 26 sentences (about 49%) were not
changed, and 9 sentences (about 17%) were worse.
The main reason why these 9 sentences were worse
was the structural mismatch between the output
of the LAL Editor and the expected structure of
EtoJ translation system, since the LAL Editor and
the EtoJ MT system use di erent parsing systems.
We have developed a structure conversion routine
from LAL editor output to EtoJ input, but it does
not yet cover all situations. This is the reason why
these 9 sentences become worse.
Note that this experiment only uses word-toword modi cation corrections, so there is room for
producing better translations if we use other types
of annotation such as part-of-speech, and word sense.

6 Discussion

mation as much as possible, but if LAL information
produces a severe con ict with the internal processing, then such information should not be used. Our
EtoJ MT program was basically implemented this
way based on the algorithm described in [11], but
we seem to need more research on this issue.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an XML-compliant
tag set called Linguistic Annotation Language (or
LAL), which helps NLP programs perform their
tasks more correctly. LAL is designed to be as
simple as possible so that humans can use it with
minimal help from assisting tools. We have also developed a GUI-based LAL annotation editor, and
have shown in an experiment that use of LAL annotation enhances translation quality. We hope that
wide acceptance of LAL will make it possible to use
more intelligent Internet tools and services.
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